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Abstract- The concept of generation of electric 
power from renewable energy sources has gained momentum 
in recent days. The depletion of fossil fuel is one of the major 
factors that has led to the search of an alternative method for 
the production of electrical power. Increased energy 
consumption and environmental issues have increased the 
dependency on distribute energy sources such as solar, wind, 
biomass, and fuel cell for electrical power generation. One of 
the significant issues associated with wind and solar energy is 
that, they are intermittent in nature. Therefore micro grids 
which employ a combination of different distributed systems 
called hybrid energy system are emerging nowadays. Solar 
photovoltaic cell and proton exchange membrane fuel cell 
using superlift converter hybrid energy system is considered 
for analysis. Various methods adapted for lifting the voltage 
such as voltage lift technique and superlift technique in are 
also presented. The main objective of the project is to provide 
a standby or a supplement to the conventional power 
generation system. The simulation results of this model are 
obtained using MATLAB. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Power generation from conventional sources such as coal, water 
and nuclear fission is being carried out ever since the late 
nineteenth century. In current scenario, the rapid depletion of 
fossil fuel and increase in fuel cost makes fossil fuels unreliable 
for the source of power generation. In addition to this, there are 
adverse issues such as climate change, global warming, ozone 
depletion etc ,that make the conventional methods of power 
generation unreliable to the environment. Apart from this, the 
scarcity of the fossil fuels is one of the major reasons for 
switching on to renewable energy sources. The growing energy 
consumption, high demand and environmental issues have 
pushed to the verge of producing electricity from renewable 
energy resources. 

India became the first country in the world to establish 
a separate ministry of non-conventional energy sources. Wind 
contributes major part of the renewable energy sources in India. 
The potential of wind power generation for grid interaction has 
been estimated at about 1,02,78MW taking places having wind 

power density greater than 200 W/sq. m at 80 m hub-height with 
2%land availability in potential areas for setting up wind farms at 
12MW/sqkms reported in MNRE report(2015).An aggregate 
demonstration wind power capacity of 71MW has been 
established at 33 locations in 9 states namely Andhra Pradesh, 
Gujarat, Maharashtra, Rajasthan, Kerala, Madhya Pradesh, 
Karnataka, Tamil Nadu and West Bengal. A total capacity of 
22,465MW has been installed up to December 2013.Mainly in 
Tamil Nadu, Gujarat, Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, 
Rajasthan. Wind electric generators of unit sizes between 25kW 
and 2.1MW have been deployed across the country. India now 
ranks 6th in the world after China, USA, Germany and Spain in 
grid connected wind power installations. A cumulative total of 
over 179 billion units of electricity have been fed to the state 
electricity grids up to March, 2014. 

 
                       II. PROPOSED CIRCUIT         

            
 
                 Fig. Diagram for Proposed system 
 
A PV module and a fuel cell is coupled together to generate 
output Solar panel generate an output of 12 V. This is connected 
with a fuel cell generating DC output, thus forming a hybrid 
system. The output of these systems is fed to the super lift 
converter. DC-DC converter, which boosts the input voltage by 
using super lift conversion technique. The main advantage of 
using this converter is, the effect of parasitic elements is 
neglected. The voltage from the converter is fed to the battery. A 
transformer less inverter, which overcomes the undesirable effect 
of high frequency and low frequency components. This inverter 
makes use of only inductors and capacitors. This inverter 
converts the DC input to AC output voltage. The AC voltage is 
fed to the grid as well as for driving loads. 
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MATLAB/SIMULINK has been used for modeling and 
simulaton.The PV modular is connected to the Super lift 
Converter. The super lift converter is a DC/DC converter that 
boosts the input voltage to a higher level at three different stages 
without parasitic effect, thereby increasing efficiency and 
reliability. The DC voltage is converted into AC by means of a 
transformer less heric Inverter and power is supplied to the load 
as well as to the grid. Battery is connected to the Inverter. Then 
the Inverter is connected to the grid. 
Finally, the inverter is connected to the load. And the full cell is 
connected to the Super lift converter. The proposed hybrid 
energy system is a combination of Solar PV system and fuel 
cells. The Fig is above proposed system. 
 

 
SUPERLIFT CONVERTER  

 Operational Modes 

The converter which makes use of the superlift 
technique is called superlift converter. There are three major 
types of lifts in a superlift converter. They are 
 

1. Self-lift (or) Elementary lift 
 

2. Re-lift 
 

3. Triple lift (or)Super lift 
 
Self-lift (or) Elementary lift
This increases the input voltage by five times. For instance, for 
an input of 12V DC, 60V DC is obtained at the input. In this 
circuit, the output voltage varies directly as the input voltage. If 
the input voltage is increased, The output voltage also increases 
correspondingly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. Equivalent circuit of super lift converter in Mode 1 
 
In mode 1 the switch S is turned ON during the period 

0 to ΔT. When the switch is closed, the source voltage causes the 
current to flow through the inductorL1 and capacitor C1. Since 
capacitor C1 and has zero impedance to current the capacitor C1 
charges faster than inductor thus forward biasing the diode D1. 
Thus charge gets stored in inductor L1 and Capacitor C1.Also 
during this period the load current is maintained constant by the 
discharging capacitor C2. Thus the energy stored in the capacitor 
C2 during the previous cycle is transferred to the load. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. Equivalent circuit of super lift converter in Mode 2 

 
In mode 2, the switch S is turned off during the period ΔT to T. 
In this mode when the switch is open the energy that is stored in 
the inductor L1 and the capacitor C1 discharges across inductor 
L2 and thenodal points of the capacitor C2 thus boosting the 
outputvoltage.The load current is supplied by the inductor. 
 

Re-lift 

In re-lift technique, the magnitude of output voltage is higher 
than that of the elementary lift. The circuit of re-lift technique is 
formed by adding extra number of diodes and capacitors. Here, 
for an input of 12V DC, the output voltage is approximately 
400V DC. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
                              Fig. Relift circuit 
 
 
The re-lift circuit  is derived from the elementary circuit. It 
consists of two static switches S and S1, three diodes D, D1,, and 
D2,, three inductors L,, L2 and L3, four capacitors C, C1, C2,, 
and Co. and there is a group of capacitor voltage Vc by twice the 
source voltage V1. L3 performs the function of a ladder joint to 
link the two capacitors C1 and C2 and lift the capacitor voltage 
V. 
 
  Working Of A Heric Inverter 
 The converter operates as  During Positivehalf cycle T1 and T4 
operates whereas T6 remains connected in order to obtain active  
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                                      Fig.  Heric Topolgy 

and zero vectors. When T1and T4 are ON, current flows through 
path PV – T1 – L1 –grid – L2 – T4 and thus active vector is 
obtained, whereas when T1 and T4 are OFF, the current 
freewheels through T6 and D5 and thus zero vector occurs. On 
the other hand during negative half cycle T6 remains OFF and T5 
remains connected, whereas T3 and T2operates. Active vector is 
obtained when T3 and T2 are ON and the current flows through 
the path PV – T3 – L2 – grid – L1 – T2, and the zero vector is 
obtained when T3 and T2 are OFF and the current freewheels 
through T5 and D6.The schematic diagram of a HERIC inverter 
 
Conduction states of a HERIC Inverter 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Multiple lift (or) Super lift 
 
In Super lift technique, the input voltage is increased nearly ten 
times at the output side. For the same input voltage of 12V DC, 
the output voltage is nearly 1200V DC. This technique is used 
rarely, where there is a requirement of high voltages. 
 
Advantages 
In this study, the elementary circuit is used to lift the voltage .So 
a detailed explanation of working of the elementary circuit of 
super lift converter is presented. The circuit and construction of 
re lift and multiple lift techniques The voltage gain of a super lift 
converter is given by 
 
G=V0/Vin (or) 
 
G=(2-K)/(1-K) 
 
Where-Voltage gain of super lift converter 
Vo-Output voltage of super lift converter 
Vin-Input voltage of super lift converter 
K-Duty cycle 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

    
 
 
  
             Fig. Triple lift circuit 

 

The triple-lift circuit shown in Figure consists of two static 
switches S and SI, four inductors L,, L,, L, and L4, five 
capacitors C, C,, C,, C3 and CO, and five diodes. Capacitors C1, 
C2 and C3 perform characteristic functions to lift the capacitor 
voltage Vc by three times of source voltage V,. L3 and L4 
perform the function as ladder joints to link the three capacitors 
C1, C2 and C3 and lift the capacitor voltage Vc up. This circuit 
can be designed whenever needed. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          Fig. Elementary circuit of a super lift converter 
 

Luo converters were developed from the prototypes 
using VL technique. These converters perform DC-DC voltage 
increasing conversion with high power density, high efficiency, 
and cheap topology in simple structure. They are different from 
output voltage with small ripple. This introduces positive output 
super lift technique that implements the output voltage increasing 
in stage by stage along the geometric progression. Super lift 
technique converters overcome the effects of the parasitic 
components that are present in the circuit that limits the output 
voltage. In order to increase the efficiency further Super-Lift 
technique is implemented which increases the output voltage in 
geometric progression. The circuit consists of a MOSFET switch 
S, Inductor L1, Diodes D1, D2, Capacitors C1, C2 and load. 

 
 
 
 

          Parameters of the  super lift converter: 

S,no Component Range Quantity 

1 Inductor 10mH 2 

2 Capacitor 2.2microfarad 2 

3 MOSFET IRF540N 1 

4 Battery/Power 
Supply 

12V 1 

5 Load Resistance 33k 1 

6 Function Generator 100kHz 1 

7 Diode IN 4007 2 

8 Input                             5v 
9                Output                       15.45v 
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Photograph of prototype with super lift conveter components 

 

 

 

 

 

         RESPONSE OF PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

                    IV.          CONCLUSION 

 
An attempt has been made to design a hybrid power generation 
system using superlift converter and a transformer less HERIC 
inverter. Design and simulation of these devices have been 
carried out successfully using MATLAB/Simulink model. In 
order to make the utmost use of the available renewable energy 
resources and to design an environmental friendly model, PV 
Solar module and Hydrogen fuel cells are used as a source of 
power. 
The advantages of superlift converter over the conventional 
converters are explained and the results are obtained. In the same 
way, a new attempt has been made by using HERIC inverter 
instead of transformer based inverters and its advantages are also 
elucidated. 
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